We propose an effective set of elementary quantum gates which provide an encoded universality and demonstrate the physical feasibility of these gates for the solid-state quantum computer based on the multi-atomic systems in the QED cavity. We use the two-qubit encoding and swapping-based operations to simplify a physical realization of universal quantum computing and add the immunity to a number of errors. This approach allows to implement any encoded single-qubit operation by three elementary gates and the encoded controlled-NOT operation can be performed in a single step. The considerable advantages are also shown for implementing some commonly used controlled gates.
Introduction
During the last two decades different types of quantum computer and its physical implementations have been considered [1, 2, 3, 4] , where single natural or artificial atoms, ions, molecules etc., are used for encoding of the qubits. For these physical models a lot of universal sets of elementary unitary transformations had been proposed [5, 6, 7, 8] . And though there are infinitely many of them [7] only few sets of the quantum gates are usually realized in experimental implementation. The most commonly used universal set is that consisting of CNOT and singlequbit gates (e.g., see [1] ). Moreover, it is well-known that even smaller discrete set can be used to approximate any unitary operator to arbitrary accuracy. Namely, this is the set of three one qubit gates H, S, T and two qubit CNOT gate, which is usually referred to as the standard set [1] .
Physical implementation of the quantum computing on many qubits remains a main huge challenge leading to intensive search of the novel experimental approaches. The promising approach is the one using Heisenberg-like interactions between spin qubits. The Heisenberg interaction yields fast two-qubit quantum gates but single-qubit gates are still the problem since they rely on weak local interactions and hence are slow. It was shown [9, 10, 11] that the set of quantum gates universal for some Hilbert subspace can be built of Heisenberg-only interactions by encoding each logical qubit by several physical qubits. This approach was termed as encoded universality [12] . This type of interaction is universal for the case of encoding a logical qubit by at least three physical qubits. Additionally, the proof of this fact is non-constructive and the exact sequence of elementary gates is obtained from extensive numerical optimization [13] . The implementation of the encoded controlled-NOT operation (up to single qubit operations) in such sequences is rather complicated since it uses seven parallel exchange interactions or 19 serial gates.
In [14] it was also shown that controlled π-phase shift can be achieved with Heisenberg interactions in two steps only using the encoding of logical qubits by pairs of physical qubits.
Recently a new physical realization of a quantum computer has been proposed which uses multi-atomic ensembles for encoding of single qubits [15, 16] . Multi-atomic coherent ensembles provide a huge enhancement of the effective dipole moment that leads to a considerable acceleration of the quantum processing rate. However, here excess excited quantum states in the multi-atomic ensemble should be blocked in order to realize an effective two-level system providing perfect encoding of the qubits based on the multi-atomic ensemble states. A dipole-dipole interaction is intensively discussed for the blockade of the excess quantum states [17] .
However, the dipole blockade mechanism suffers from the decoherence problem arising due to a strong dependence of the dipole-dipole interaction on a spatial distance between the interacting atoms. Recently another blockade mechanism has been proposed [18] based on using a light-shift imbalance in a Raman transition. We have also proposed a novel decoherence free blockade mechanism [19, 20] based on the collective interactions in QED cavity.
Rapid development of physics and technology of the microcavities [21, 22, 23] makes this blockade mechanism a quite promising though not very simple for experimental realization.
In this paper we propose an effective set of unitary transformations and demonstrate that logical single and two-qubit gates can be realized naturally in the quantum computer based on the multi-atomic ensembles in the QED cavity [20] . We explicitly show that this set possesses an encoded universality when using the 2-qubit encoding mentioned in [24] : |0 L = |01 , |1 L = |10 . In [25] it was shown that this encoding allows to solve two major problems of solid-state quantum computing. First of all, it eliminates the problems with implementation of singlequbit operations. Additionally, this encoding forms a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) [10] , which allows to prevent a number of computational errors [25] . In the physical model we consider here [20] , there is a specific type of error, which comes out when the swapping operations are applied to the basis state |11 . This error can be suppressed by using collective blockade, which slows the computation. On the other hand, it is obvious that the qubit encoding we use here has the immunity to this type of error.
The main advantage of our approach is the ability to perform the controlled-NOT operation in a single step. This is achieved by additional nonlinear frequency shift naturally arising in the QED cavity with Heisenberg-type interaction. We also show that the proposed set of quantum gates is efficient for implementing complex controlled operations, which are at the heart of many efficient quantum algorithms (e.g. creating fingerprints for the technique of quantum fingerprinting [26] ).
Quantum Computer Based on Multi-Atomic Ensembles in Resonator
We discuss a novel architecture of quantum computer based on the multi-atomic ensembles of two level atoms in QED cavity [19, 20] . Here, we can introduce the following collective states in m-th processing node:
corresponds to the ground state of the node,
and
are the collective states of m-th node with single and two atomic excitations (where |g j and |e j are the ground and excited states of j-th atom and N m is a number of atoms in the m-th node). We denote the collective state of a pair of the processing nodes 1 and 2 by |00 = |0 1 |0 2 . Similarly, we introduce the states |01 , |10 , |11 , |02 , |20 . The proposed architecture provides the means of performing the following quantum gates: 
It follows also from [19, 20] that, using appropriate times, it is possible to perform a gate which generalizes the iSWAP gate. Specifically, this gate is 
for arbitrary (experimentally possible) θ. When θ = π, this gate is exactly iSWAP. The gate we denote here as iSWAP (θ) describes an anisotropic exchange interaction and is known to be universal in an encoded universality setting [12] . However, we include it in a larger universal set for the reasons mentioned earlier.
The proposed architecture also allows us to perform the following gate:
where the phases θ and ϕ can be controlled by the different values of the external magnetic (or electric) fields on the spatially distinct nodes that provides, respectively, different Zeeman (or Stark) frequency shifts for the two-level atoms localized in the nodes [19] . The implementation of universal quantum computations based on the set of iSWAP and single qubit gates in the proposed model meets some obstacles:
-while the two-qubit gates can be implemented quite quickly, the single-qubit gates require blockade, which leads to a significant loss of performance; -the application of the "swapping" gates iSWAP (θ) and C(SWAP) to the basis state |11 turns it into (|02 + |20 )/ √ 2 and backwards. This side effect can be avoided by using collective blockage, which tunes down the performance as well.
Implementing universal quantum computations with C(SWAP), iSWAP (θ), PHASE (θ)
In this section we present an approach for implementing universal quantum computations using the set of elementary quantum gates available in the considered physical model of a quantum computer. At the heart of our approach lies the idea of using logical qubits encoded by two physical qubits. This idea was proposed in [24] .
Such encoding implies that we consider pairs of processing nodes in states |01 , |10 as single logical qubits in states |0 L , |1 L respectively. This encoding is somewhat similar to dual rail logic in classical computations for it adds robustness to the system forming a decoherence-free subspace [10, 25] .
In this case any single qubit state α |0 L + β |1 L is actually stored as an entangled two qubit state α |01 + β |10 , that is the basis state of such a composite qubit is determined by the basis state of the first qubit of a pair.
Note also, that this encoding excludes the usage of the single qubit operations, plus it prohibits the pairs of processing nodes to be in state |11 . Hence it solves both of physical problems stated earlier.
The following property explicitly shows that in such encoding of qubits the two and three qubit operations available in our physical model are sufficient to implement the standard set, thus proving their encoded universality.
Property 2.1. The set of quantum gates {C(SWAP), iSWAP (θ), PHASE (θ)} is universal for the Hilbert subspace spanned by encoded states
Proof. First of all we show the effect of our elementary quantum gates when acting on pairs of nodes in basis states |01 , |10 and their linear combinations. For instance, the SWAP operation turns |01 into |10 and backwards, thus acting on a pair like the gate X (the NOT gate):
In the similar manner C(SWAP) actually implements the CNOT gate: More formally:
The physical implementation of these gates based on the controlled interaction between the ensembles of the two-level atoms and field cavity modes is described in [20] .
If we look at the matrix for the generalized iSWAP (θ) gate, it's middle part (responsible for transforming |01 and |10 basis states) is actually a rotation by the angle −θ about thex axis of the Bloch sphere, i.e. iSWAP (θ) corresponds to the following operator:
Similarly, PHASE (θ) turns our composite qubit around the axisẑ (up to the phase factor of e iφ/2 ):
Since an arbitrary rotation of a single qubit (and thus any single qubit gate) can be decomposed into the product of three rotations about orthogonal axes (say, Rx and Rẑ), our basis allows to avoid using operations of single processing nodes and thus blockage. All of the single qubit gates are performed by the means two node operations. For instance, the Hadamard transform can be implemented as follows:
The other two single qubit gates S and T from the standard set up to the phase factor are rotations aboutẑ axis:
Therefore, the set of gates {C(SWAP), iSWAP (θ), PHASE (θ)} allows to implement the standard set of quantum gates, which proves it's encoded universality.
Note, that even though the SWAP is not in our basis set it can be simulated by the iSWAP = iSWAP(π) gate up to unimportant global phase e iπ/2 when acting on basis states |01 and |10 . Note also, that the universality of the proposed set of elementary gates rely on the presence of "continuous" operations iSWAP (θ) and PHASE (θ). This fact requires a higher precision of the hardware, but excludes the approximation algorithms for implementing arbitrary single qubit operations using the standard set of CNOT, H, S, and T . Conversely, we may restrict ourselves with using only iSWAP π 2 , PHASE π 2 , and PHASE π 4 (which is enough for implementing gates H, S, and T ) and exploit standard approximation schemes for arbitrary single qubit gates.
It is also well-known [1] that the C(SWAP) (Fredkin) gate is universal for classical computations, since it can be used to perform logical NOT, AND, and FANOUT operations:
Universal set based on controlled phase gate
We have already mentioned that there is another popular approach to constructing universal quantum computations based on the Controlled Phase gate: 
which can be used to construct the CNOT gate:
It can be easily verified that we can implement the Controlled Phase gate in our pairwise qubit encoding by simply applying it to the first processing nodes of each pair:
Hence, using the results of the previous subsection we can conclude that the set {C(S), iSWAP (θ), PHASE (θ)} is also universal for quantum computation with respect to our qubit encoding.
C(S)
target control 
Improved constructions for useful quantum gates
One of the most commonly used quantum gate is the Toffoli (also known as CCNOT) gate. Using the universal set of CNOT and single qubit gates it can be implemented up to relative phase factor using the following circuit from [1] : We can construct a more efficient "low-level" circuit (in a sense that we are transforming the physical qubits rather than logical ones) using C(SWAP) gates and an extra processing node in the state |0 . The following circuit implements a controlled-controlled-SWAP operation, which is equivalent to the encoded CCNOT gate:
This approach can be generalized to improve constructions of the general C t (U ) gate, defined by the following equation in [1] :
The usual construction exploiting ancillary qubits in state |0 is the following (demonstrated for t = 4): This circuit requires 2(t − 1) Toffoli gates and one controlled-U operation plus t − 1 pairs of qubits (initially in the state |0 ) for temporary storage. As we already know each encoded Toffoli gate can be implemented using three "physical" C(SWAP) gates and additional node in the state |0 . Of course, for non-parallel Toffoli gates we can use the same ancillary node, for it remains in the state |0 .
On the other hand, we can use the following scheme for implementing the encoded C t (U ) gate: Here we have made use of 2(t − 1) C(SWAP)s (which are elementary gates in our model) and t − 1 ancillary processing nodes instead of pairs of qubits.
Physical realization of swapping gates
Below we describe the realization of swapping gates controlled by a photon qubit. Let's consider two atomic ensembles situating in two separate nodes in a common resonator (Fig. 10) . We can introduce signal (denoted by E in and E out ) and control (E c ) photons through a beam splitter into the system. The photons are stored for a processing time in quantum memory situating also in common resonator [27, 28] . After storage of the
• |ψ L Figure 7 : Efficient implementation of the encoded Toffoli gate using the physical C(C(SWAP)) operation. Figure 8 : Implementation of the gate U controlled by four qubits. photons, we raise reflectivity of input-output mirror in order to make resonator perfect. First, signal photon is transferred from quantum memory to two processing nodes that leads to the following quantum state of the nodes
Then the frequency of atomic transitions in processing nodes is tuned out of resonance with the cavity mode. We release a control photon from the quantum memory and detune the memory from resonance with the released photon. In that case, the control photon can not be absorbed by the memory and processing nodes or released from cavity during its lifetime in the cavity. Such a system of two nodes and control photon in the cavity is described by the Hamiltonian H = H 0 +H 1 , where H 0 = H a + H r is a main part and H 1 = H r−a = H 
k0σ e i k0 rj 2 S
where g
k0σ are interaction constants, S + j2 are raising and lowering operators for spin 1 / 2 in two level model, r jα are radius vectors for atoms in sites j α of nodes α = 1, 2.
We perform unitary transformation [29] of Hamiltonian H s = e −s He s that yields the following result in the second order on small perturbation:
when relation H 1 + [H 0 , s] = 0 is valid. Using relation (20) we find s = s 1 + s 2 where
k0σ e i k0 rj 1 S
k0σ
where (22) into (20), we get
The first two terms are unchanged energy of photons, the third term is unchanged energy of atoms in nodes 1 and 2, the forth and the fifths terms are atomic energy shifts due to photons with polarization σ, the sixes and sevens terms are atomic intra-node swap energies, the eights term is atomic inter-node swap energy and the nines term is atomic mediated polarization swapping energy of photons. Using Hamiltonian (23) and basic lowest atomic states
2 and ψ 6 = |0 1 |2 2 , we get the following wave function of the atoms and control field excited in the Fock state with n photons |n
that leads to the following Schrödinger equation
where
. Below we are interested only in the dynamics of the amplitudes c controlled by the presence or absence of the cavity photon state |n>
s . By taking into account the initial conditions c 
For equal resonant frequencies of the two nodes in vacuum cavity mode state (24) simplifies to the following
and expressions (29), (30) simplify to
Below we are interested in the quantum dynamics of the processing nodes controlled by a single photon field where the obtained solutions are 1. CSWAP gate based on dynamical elimination of c
|n = 1 -photon state:
We can realize the C(SWAP) gate by using the quantum evolution of the processing gates during fixed temporal interval t=t C(SWAP) =T where S(0)T = π/2 + nπ and S(1)T = π + mπ which leads to the following relation S(1) = 
and c
State ψ 2 is converted into state ψ 3 on time interval t C(SWAP) = π/2Ω S √ N 1 N 2 . Thus, we have swap gate controlled by photon state (C(SWAP) gate). By substituting the blockade condition we find that C(SWAP) gate operates with single atomic rate
. While the SWAP gate does operate N times faster in multi-atomic case in accordance with Eqs. (39), (40). Therefore, it is reasonable to use single atoms (molecules) or quantum dots with a large dipole moment for C(SWAP) operation, while using multi-atomic ensembles for simple SWAP operation. They can yield CNOT and single qubit gates with the qubit encoding from subsection 2.1.
According to subsection 2.1, we need the have a swap operation in the pair of atomic ensembles (two green nodes in Fig. 10 ) controlled by another pair of atomic ensembles (two blue nodes in Fig. 10 ). This can be achieved by releases photon from one node of blue node pair by equalizing the node frequency with the frequency QED cavity mode and switching of the node frequency from the resonance in a proper moment of time. After the C(SWAP) gate realization, we can return the photon to the chosen blue node by equalizing the node frequency with the cavity node. This C(SWAP) gate is equivalent to CNOT gate with qubit encoding introduced in section 2.1. Such gates and other necessary gates can be incorporated in common cavity in a quantity that is needed for implementation of one or another quantum algorithm. All of them can be initiated through a single quantum memory that is essentially multi-qubit in photon echo approach [27] .
Conclusion
Summarizing, we have proposed an approach for constructing encoded universal quantum computations based on swapping operations. The main idea of the proposed set of quantum gates is encoding logical qubits by two physical qubits. It allows to explicitly implement any encoded single-qubit gate by 3 elementary operations and to perform encoded controlled-NOT gate by a single C(SWAP) operation on pairs of atomic ensembles. We have shown that our basis of quantum gates is efficient (in terms of the number of elementary gates) for implementing complex controlled operations, which are at the core of many efficient quantum algorithms.
This approach considerably simplifies physical implementation of quantum computer on multi-atomic ensembles in the QED resonator at the price of doubling the number of qubits for computation. Besides, it permits to avoid the necessity of implementing blockade of excess states in the multi-atomic ensembles. The physical implementation of the basic gates is sufficiently robust and provides fast single qubit operations based on multi-atomic ensembles.
Note also, that using of two atomic ensembles for encoding of a single qubit state will be convenient for the quantum computer interface with the external quantum information carried by using photon polarization qubits since the two polarization components of the photon qubit can be coupled directly with the relevant pair of the atomic ensemble state.
